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ABSTRACT
Power plants supplied by renewable energy sources are expanding around the world, in
order to reduce the carbon dioxide emissions, limit the global warming and improve the
energy sustainability. Despite the relevant achieved results, small islands are heavily
reliant on fossil fuels. In this context, renewable energy sources are available but
practically unused, due to landscape and economic constraints. This condition is quite
common in the Mediterranean Sea. These islands are normally fed by a stand-alone
electrical grid and a power plant, equipped with diesel engines. In order to improve the
sustainability of the energy sector, the paper considers the case study of Ustica, a small
Italian island located north of Sicily. Starting with the analysis of the electrical energy
consumption of public buildings, the paper suggests a more sustainable energy mix,
based on solar and sea wave. An innovative technology is presented to exploit the sea
wave energy source while commercial photovoltaic panels are adopted for the utilization
of solar radiation. A mathematical model is introduced to realize a preliminary sizing of
the energy mix. An environmental and economic evaluation is performed, demonstrating
the feasibility of this solution. The approach reported in this paper can be easily
replicated in other small islands, obtaining similar results.

KEYWORDS
Renewable energy, Energy sustainability, Sea wave energy, Wave energy converter,
Small islands, Mediterranean sea.

INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades the attention for the environmental protection has been spread
widely, especially in developed countries [1]. In particular, great efforts have been made
to limit the global warming, in order to avoid serious consequences for mankind.
In this context, the Kyoto Protocol represents an important milestone, that entered
into force on 16 February 2005. For the first time in history, most countries fixed the
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common goal of the restriction of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, in order to limit global
warming [2]. In particular, the recent ratification of “Paris agreement” fixed the
limitation of the global warming below 1.5 °C, imposing specific targets for each
signatory state [3].
To satisfy the ever growing energy demand and achieve the environmental target,
adoption of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) is fundamental [4]. The progressive
diffusion of RES carries several benefits: reduction of the cost for electricity production,
development of new and more efficient technologies, and limitation of energy
dependence on fossil fuels [5].
The 2018 World Energy Outlook of the International Energy Agency (IEA) points out
an increasing trend of the electricity demand [6]. Indeed, the world electricity demand is
practically doubled in just two decades: 13,156 TWh were produced in 2000, while
22,209 TWh in 2017. This increase is essentially related to the developing countries, of
which China has a dominant role [6].
About the energy sources, the share of conventional fossil fuels (oil, gas, coal) is
almost stable (64.50% in 2000, 64.85% in 2017) but it is remarkable the progressive
conversion of oil supplied power plants into gas supplied ones, due to the greater energy
efficiency and lower CO2 emissions of these systems [7]. In the same period, the share of
electricity production from RES has increased, from 18.72% to 24.88%.
Despite the availability of commercial technologies to exploit RES in an
environmental friendly way, in several remote areas and small islands the electricity
production is nowadays realized through obsolete plants, supplied by fossil fuels [8].
This approach causes negative effects for the environment, like the pollution of air [9],
water and soil, as well as the generation of noise [10].
Furthermore, small islands normally do not have local fossil sources and for this
reason fuels are shipped from the mainland. Bad weather conditions sometimes represent
a real risk for the energy security of these territories. Rarely, long underwater cables
connect the small islands to the mainland, since these projects require huge investments
in comparison with local energy consumption [11]. For these reasons, the electrical
power generation presents higher costs than in mainland [12].
Literature review
The introduction of RES represents a valid alternative to the energy dependence on
fossil fuel. This aspect is common in small islands around the world, with a relevance in
the case of Small Islands Developing Countries (SIDS) [13]. There are limited exceptions,
like Fiji and Dominica, where hydropower is used to cover a significant share of the local
energy demand [14].
In any case, the fuel consumptions in SIDS implies the importation of fossil fuels
from other countries. Trinidad and Tobago and Papua New Guinea are the only exception
because these countries have local reserves [15].
Small island communities and in particular SIDS have in common the following
peculiarities [16]:
• Heavy reliance on imported fossil fuels;
• Small-scale of the power plants used to produce electrical energy;
• High operating and maintenance costs in the entire energy sector;
• Limited use of the local renewable energy resources.
Unlike the small islands belonging to developed countries, SIDS are directly exposed
to the international markets of oil, making the local economy fragile. Furthermore, in
SIDS population and welfare show an increasing trend, implying a rapid growing of the
energy demand. Finally, SIDS are generally located in the tropical zone [17], that is quite
exposed to extreme weather conditions, causing disasters [18].
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Recent statistics report that about 21 million people live stably in about 2,050 small
islands, each one with a population ranging from 1,000 to 100,000 inhabitants [19].
These communities show an electrical energy consumption equal to 52,690 GWh/y,
of which half is located in the Pacific Oceans [19].
As introduced before, in order to improve the energy sustainability of small islands,
adoption of RES is fundamental [20].
Different RES mix have been proposed to supply several small islands around the
world, as reported in the following case studies: Samsø (Denmark), Azores (Portugal),
Skyros (Greek), Maldives, Canary Islands (Spain), Faroe Islands, Dongfushan Island and
Reunion Island (France).
Samsø is a small Danish island, having a surface about 114 km2. It is electrically
linked to the mainland [21]. Thanks to the installation of offshore wind turbines and
biomass plants, since 1997 the community satisfies the electricity demand using
exclusively RES [22].
Stenzel et al. [23] performed a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), considering Graciosa
Island as case study. This island belongings to Azores, an autonomous archipelago in the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean. Since the local electricity production is based on fossil
fuels, the realization of a RES mix is proposed, considering the installation of 4.5 MW of
wind farm, 1 MW of photovoltaic panels (1 MW) and the existing diesel engines to
balance the electrical grid and in case of energy backup.
Petrakopoulou [24] presented a hybrid power plant in order to satisfy the electrical
demand of Skyros, a small Greek island, in the middle of Aegean Sea. The system is
composed of solar thermal and photovoltaic plants, hydro and wind turbines.
Considering the Maldives Islands, Liu recommended the installation of a RES mix,
composed of solar, wind and biomass sources [25]. To stabilize the electricity flow on the
local grid, the modulation of the local desalination plant and diesel power plants is proposed.
About the Canary Islands, Rusu [26] reported a preliminary energy assessment
suggesting the exploitation of sea wave energy and considering different technologies,
currently in development step.
In the same context, Gils and Simon [27] reported several scenarios, considering a
variegated energy mix composed by solar, wind, geothermal, biomass and hydro power
as energy sources and development of the electrical grid.
Another case study is Faroe Islands, an autonomous country formed by 18 islands that
are in the middle of the North Atlantic Ocean between Norway, Iceland and Scotland.
The archipelago is home to 50,000 inhabitants, that require an electricity demand equal to
335 GWh/y [28]. To this purpose, the current energy mix is entrusted to fossil fuels
(49%), hydropower (33%) and wind source (18%) [28]. With the goal of improving the
sustainability of the energy sector, Katsaprakakis et al. [28] investigated the installation
of a wind farm, photovoltaic panels and a pumping hydro plant.
Zhao et al. [29] proposed a renewable energy mix to supply Dongfushan Island, located
in the eastern part of China. The system is composed by solar panels, wind turbines, diesel
generators and a battery storage system. A genetic algorithm is used to minimize the life
cycle costs and maximize the production of electrical energy by RES [29].
Finally, Selosse et al. [30] considered the Reunion Island, a French oversea island in
the Indian Ocean, analysing different energy scenarios based on biomass, hydropower,
wind, solar, geothermal, sea wave and the Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC, i.e.
the energy related to the thermal gradient between the surface water and deep water of
the sea) [31].
The context: small Italian islands
As reported above, the literature reports several examples of RES mixes to supply
small islands. Wind and solar are the most popular solutions. Sometimes, geothermal,
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hydropower and biomass are also considered. Rarely, other new RES are investigated
like sea wave and OTEC, since there are no commercial technologies for their
exploitation [32], despite their important energy potential [33].
A few years ago, two decrees have been issued in Italy with the goal to increase the
sustainability of the energy sector in small islands, proposing the installation of power
plants supplied by RES and the improvement of energy efficiency in the final users.
In particular, the decree of 14 February 2017 issued by the Italian Ministry of Economic
Development considers 20 small islands and indicates for each one the current energy
demand, the targets of electricity and thermal energy production from RES by
31/12/2020 and the financial incentives [34]. The comparison of the current installed
power and the goals fixed by the decree is reported in Figure 1.
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 1. Share of RES and current installed power (data in kW) in small Italian islands

It is relevant that most small Italian islands are included in environmental protection
programs, therefore the installation of land-consuming technologies or solutions with
high visual impacts (like wind turbines) may not be feasible [35].
About the promotion of the energy efficiency in final users, the recent decree 340
released on 14 July 2017 by the Italian Ministry of Environment, Land and Sea earmarks
15 million euros to realize specific projects in 21 small Italian islands [36].
Motivation and contribution
In the context of small islands, the paper suggests a sustainable energy mix, based on
solar and sea wave. This energy mix can be successfully adopted in the several small
islands of the Mediterranean Sea, because they have many points in common, such as
size, availability of energy sources, climatic conditions, population density and
environmental restrictions.
Despite the wind source that is available in small Italian islands, this contribution is
nowadays absent since the installation of this kind of plants has been hindered by the
environmental restrictions to preserve the landscape [35]. It should be remembered that
currently no offshore wind farm is installed along the entire Italian coastline, despite
recent approval of a project for a 30 MW wind farm to be built near to Taranto, an area
deeply impacted by industrial activities in the past decades [37]. In many small islands,
like in the case study reported below, the sea depth is quite high close to the coastline,
making it complex to install fixed structures in offshore areas [38]. Photovoltaic panels
can be installed, but only on the roofs of buildings that do not have historical and artistic
Journal of Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems
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values [35]. It is also important to underline that the decree of 14 February 2017, above
introduced, never suggests the exploitation of wind energy, while the utilization of solar
energy for the solar cooling and the production of domestic hot water is proposed.
Innovative technologies are also encouraged, suggesting also the exploitation of
sea energies [34].
For these reasons, new solutions should be investigated in order to supply the small
islands. In this context, sea wave is considered a very promising RES for the next future
[39], especially for islands [40]. Different studies have been realized in order to identify
the best sites for the exploitation of this energy source [41].
Many solutions have been proposed for sea wave exploitation, but no commercial
systems are available [42]. The Engineering Department of the University of Palermo is
designing an innovative device for this purpose.
Indeed, the wave energy converter reported in this paper can be installed in an
offshore area, limiting the visual impact. As better described in the following sections,
this system is essentially composed of a two-floating buoys system, having a shape
similar to a marking buoy [43].
The main advantage of this system is the limited number of components used in the
energy conversion chain. The mechanical energy of sea wave is firstly collected by the
floating buoy, then is transformed directly into electricity by linear generators [44].
Finally, an electronic power converter is used to regularize the electrical output [45].
The main goal of the paper is the realization of a preliminary energy assessment, in
order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed energy mix for the application in
small islands. A limited amount of climatic data is required by the model. Climatic data
and cost information are obtained from literature or using a specific software.
In this context, the paper considers the small island of Ustica as case study, analysing
the electrical energy demand of public buildings and facilities. In order to satisfy this
electrical load, the authors propose a renewable energy mix based on solar and sea wave
energy sources.
METHOD
With the goal to increase the energy sustainability in small Italian islands, the paper
presents a preliminary energy assessment, considering sea wave and solar radiation as
energy sources. In this section, the technologies selected to produce electricity are
presented. A simplified mathematical model is reported.
Technologies
In this subsection, the authors present the Wave Energy Converter (WEC), i.e. the
technology selected to produce electricity from sea wave. About the exploitation of solar
radiation, some data of the chosen photovoltaic panels are reported.
The device here presented is called “DEIM Point Absorber”. It is under development
at the Department of Engineering of the Palermo University [46]. The target of this
machine is the exploitation of sea wave energy potential in the Mediterranean Sea, since
there are several islands that need a more sustainable energy mix to supply the local
electricity demand.
The system consists of two coaxial floating buoys, having different functions.
The external buoy (yellow in Figure 2) is used to capture the mechanical energy of wave,
producing a vertical motion that is transferred inside the central buoy (green in the
picture) through a connecting rod. In this way, thanks to the axial geometrical symmetry,
the device can extract energy from sea wave motion regardless of the wave direction.
For this reason, this device is classified as Point Absorber [47].
The central buoy is equipped with a cylindrical weight installed in the lower part, in
order to increase the inertia and the hydrodynamic resistance of the central buoy, limiting
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its vertical movement. Furthermore, the central buoy is fixed on seabed, using a long
chain with a jumper buoy and four moorings. This solution is adopted to avoid potential
damage to the seabed.
The energy conversion is based on linear generators, installed inside the central buoy,
in this way the device converts directly the mechanical energy of wave into electricity
with high energy efficiency, without the use of intermediate energy vector, such as
pressurized fluids, or motion converters, like toothed wheels, transmission belts
or freewheels.

Figure 2. External view of the DEIM Point Absorber

Focusing the attention on the central buoy, WEC contains inside eight linear
generators, as shown in Figure 2. Each generator has a rated power of
10 kW, so the overall installed power is equal to 80 kW. The sizes of the conversion
device have been chosen in order to optimize the electrical energy production according
to the wave climate in the Mediterranean Sea. Each electrical machine is composed of
two parts: the translator and the stator. The first is bound to the connecting rod, in order to
introduce the vertical motion inside the electrical machine. Along each stator, 132
neodymium iron boron magnets are installed, alternating the magnetic poles.
This solution avoids the need of an excitation current to produce the magnetic field,
necessary for the power generation.
The stator is the fixed part, anchored to the inner frame of the central buoy. The stator
of each electrical generator is composed of two symmetrical parts, in laminated iron.
The stator contains the coils where the generation of electricity occurs.
As regards the sizes of DEIM Point Absorber, the external buoy has a diameter of ten
meters, while the internal one has a diameter of two meters. The working stroke of the
linear generators is about four meters: so, the WEC can produce electrical energy also in
bad weather conditions. Additionally, most of the conversion device is located under the
sea level, minimizing the visual impact [44].
Above the DEIM Point Absorber, a photovoltaic plant can be installed in order to
exploit also the solar source (about 64 m2 of solar panels). In this way the device presents
a more regular production during the year: in fact, the solar source shows greater values
of solar radiation during the summer season, while the sea wave source is stronger
during winter.
Journal of Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems
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Furthermore, photovoltaic panels should be also installed on the roofs of existing
buildings, excluding heritage constructions or houses with landscape restrictions.
In both case, commercial photovoltaic panels are considered. The datasheet is
reported in Table 1 [48].
Table 1. Main parameters of photovoltaic panels
Model
Number of cells per panel
Maximum power rating [WP]
Open circuit voltage [V]
Short circuit current [A]
Module efficiency [%]
Dimensions [mm]
Weight [kg]

PV-MLU255HC
120
255
37.8
8.89
15.4
1,625 × 1,019 × 46
20

Mathematical approach
In this subsection the mathematical approach is reported. The goal is the evaluation of
the monthly electricity production from solar and sea wave energy sources.
Eq. (1) is used to calculate the monthly electrical production from solar panels
(
, installed on the roofs of public buildings:
,

,

,

,

,

(1)

indicating with , , the monthly solar radiation to an inclined surface to the south with
a tilt angle equal to the latitude,
, represents the net area of photovoltaic panels
installed above the public buildings,
, is the average electrical efficiency of
photovoltaic panels and finally,
represents the number of photovoltaic plants [49].
As introduced before, the DEIM Point Absorber is able to produce electricity using
both sea wave and solar sources. To perform the evaluation of the monthly electricity
production
from the photovoltaic panels installed on the WEC, eq. (2) is
,
introduced [49]:
,

,

,

,

,

(2)

considering the monthly solar radiation ( , , to a horizontal surface, the net area of
photovoltaic panels installed in each DEIM Point Absorber
, , the electrical
efficiency of photovoltaic panels ( , and the number of devices installed in the solar
wave energy farm ( .
The monthly electrical energy production from sea wave ( , is evaluated
considering the monthly average sea wave power flux ( , , the equivalent hydraulic
of the external buoy of DEIM Point Absorber, the average electrical
diameter (
efficiency ( , of the device, the number of hours in the i-th month (ℎ , and the
number of wave energy converters (
[50]:
,

,

,

ℎ

,

(3)

About the energy efficiency of the device, several tests have been performed on a
small scale prototype [51].
To evaluate the environmental benefits, firstly the avoided electricity production from
fossil fuels is obtained as sum of the monthly electrical energy production from sea wave
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and solar panels [see eq. (4)]. Multiplying this value with the specific emission factor
, the annual avoided CO2 is obtained [see eq. (5)] [52]:
&'

!"#

,

(&

Γ

+

=

,

+

,

%)

×

(4)

(5)

Finally, in order to evaluate the economic convenience of the project, the authors
applied the discounted cash flow, expressed by eq. (6) [53]:
-

+,- = − / − "
(&

(1 + 1)

+

-

2 "
(&

(1 + 3)
(1 + 1)

(6)

The equation considers the initial investment ( / ) , the annual operating and
maintenance costs ( ), the annual income from the selling of electrical energy (
2 ),
the rate of interest for money (1) and, finally, the rate of interest for energy (3).
CASE STUDY
In this section the case study is presented. In the first subsection, the energy sector is
investigated, reporting firstly some details about the climatic condition and the total
electricity demand. Since the goal of the paper is the proposal of an energy mix to supply
the public facilities, a more detailed analysis is reported below.
Details about Ustica
Ustica is a small Italian island, located in the Tyrrhenian Sea, about 67 kilometres
north-west of Palermo (the biggest city of Sicily), as shown in Figure 3. The island covers
an area of 8.65 km2, with a perimeter of 12 km.

Figure 3. Location of Ustica in the Mediterranean Sea
Journal of Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems
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About 1,300 people live regularly on the island. Like most Mediterranean small
islands, Ustica is equipped with a small electrical grid, not linked to the mainland.
With regards to the transport, a ferry service is the only way to connect the island to
the mainland.
The electrical production is entirely entrusted to old diesel engines, with an annual
electricity demand equal to 6.5 MWh (data of 2015-2016). In Figure 4, the annual
electricity demand is split into the main uses [54]. Almost the 82% of the total energy
demand is due to three kinds of uses: residential (28.23%), desalination (29.10%) and
other (24.59%, representing rural buildings and activities). The remaining electricity
demand is related to specific activities, as public lighting, offices, hotels, tourist village,
medical clinic and radar (for the national air traffic control).

Residential
28,23%

Public Lighting

24,59%

Offices
Hotels
Radar
Tourist Village

2,26%
1,81%

29,10%

Medical Clinic

2,54%

Desalination

6,07%
1,75%

Other

3,65%

Figure 4. Electrical consumption by uses

The annual trend (see Figure 5) of electrical energy consumption shows a significant
variation during the four seasons: the maximum value is measured in August
(1,028 MWh), while the minimum one is in February (377 MWh). This is due to the
relevance of tourist sector, which represents the most important income for the island.
The tourist arrivals are concentrated in summer (from June to September), therefore
electricity and freshwater demands increase.

Electricity consumption [MWh]

1.200
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Desalination
Medical Clinic
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Public Lighting
Residential

1.000
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Figure 5. Annual trend of electricity consumption by uses
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RES are practically unused, since the environmental constraints impede the
installation of land consuming technologies, like photovoltaic panels (except the
installation of building integrated photovoltaic systems) or devices visible at distance,
like wind turbines [35].
In fact, the island of Ustica has two reserved areas (see Figure 6). The first one is the
“Protected Marine Area”, established in 1986 and referred to about 16,000 hectares of sea
around the island. This area is divided in three zones, with different levels of restrictions:
inside Area A any type of boats is not allowed, fishing is forbidden, bathing and
snorkelling are permitted, inside Area B, it is forbidden to take any form of plant or
animal life, boats and underwater activities are allowed, except fishing, finally inside the
Area C, navigation and docking are allowed, professional fishing is permitted only after
specific authorization [55]. In this area the installation of offshore wind turbines could be
suitable according to the law restrictions, however, it is important to underline that in
Ustica, sea depth increase quickly with the distance from the coastline, exceeding 100 m
at 250 m from the coastline.

Figure 6. Protected areas in Ustica

The latter reserved area is the “Terrestrial Natural Reserve”, established in 1997 and
comprising about 500 species of terrestrial flora. Inside these areas all human activities
are forbidden to preserve the local flora and fauna [56].
Ustica presents limited water reserves (lakes and rivers are absent). The only
available natural source has a capacity of 350 m3/day, not enough to cover the freshwater
demand of the island [57]. Thus, the greatest part of freshwater is produced by the
desalination plant. In the past, freshwater was also transported by boat from the mainland
in case of failure of the desalination plant.
In 2015, the desalination plant was updated, replacing the two old Mechanical Vapour
Compression (MVC) units, with two more modern Reverse Osmosis (RO) units.
The new plant has a nominal freshwater production equal to 72 m3/h [54].
In the previous configuration, the desalination plant was supplied by dedicated diesel
engines. Due to the significant reduction of the electricity demand for desalination, the
plant is currently supplied by the local power plant, modifying the load flows on the local
electrical grid. The annual freshwater trend is reported in Figure 7 [54]. Considering also
the electricity expenditure for water withdrawal from the sea, pre-treatments and
post-treatments, the desalination plant produces freshwater with a unitary energy
consumption equal to 5.91 kWh/m3.
Journal of Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems
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Figure 7. Freshwater production by the desalination plant in Ustica

Like the electricity trend, the freshwater demand increases significantly during
summer (about 47,000 m3 in August in comparison with 20,000 m3 during winter).
The electricity demand of public buildings and facilities
In Ustica there are several public services and offices, therefore the related costs to
this electricity consumption are inserted in the budget of the municipality. For example,
there are public schools, municipal offices, public lighting and water purification plants.
The following Table 2 reports the electrical consumptions in 2016 measured in the
public buildings and facilities, subdivided in five categories: schools, public lighting,
offices, water purification plant and other services.
Table 2. Electrical consumption in public buildings and facilities in Ustica

Schools
Public lighting
Offices
Water purification plant
Other services

Annual electrical consumption [kWh/y]
24,959
143,583
64,505
67,126
16,667

Annual costs [EUR/y]
7,454
24,926
19,513
15,014
9,730

Thus, according to the data reported in Table 2, the annual electrical demand from
public services in Ustica is about 316,840 kWh/y, corresponding to a cost for the
municipality equal to 76,637 EUR. The electrical consumption of public services
represents only the 4.9% of the annual global electrical demand in Ustica.
RESULTS
In order to satisfy the energy demand for the public buildings and facilities in the
island of Ustica, the authors suggest the following energy mix:
• The installation of a small solar wave energy farm, composed of two DEIM Point
Absorbers, able to exploit solar and sea wave sources, due to the integration of
photovoltaic panels in the upper part of WEC;
• The installation of photovoltaic plants on the roofs of public buildings, each one
having a rated power of 3.3 kW.
The following Figure 8 shows the annual trend of sea wave power flux and the
monthly solar radiation to a horizontal plane and an inclined plane to the south with a tilt
angle equal to 39°. Data on sea wave are obtained from the “Rete Ondametrica Nazionale”
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that is the Italian measuring network composed of 15 buoys installed along the Italian
coastline [40]. As regards solar radiation, an open source Geographic Information
System (GIS) tool is adopted [58].
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Figure 8. Data on solar and sea wave climate in Ustica

The energy mix is sized in order to cover the annual electrical demand of public
services. Applying the set of equations reported above, Figure 9 shows the annual trend
of the electrical energy production from the renewable energy mix proposed by authors.
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Figure 9. Electricity production from the renewable energy mix

According to the simulations, the solar wave energy farm could produce
265.43 MWh/y, of which 211.76 MWh/y from sea wave and 53.67 MWh/y from solar. The
installed power is equal to 160 kW from sea wave and 21.6 kW from photovoltaic panels.
In order to regularize the annual electrical production, as introduced before,
additional photovoltaic plants must be installed on the roofs of public buildings.
In particular, the authors assume the installation of 6 photovoltaic plants, each one having
a rated power of 3.3 kW, with a global installed power of 19.9 kW. In this evaluation, the
photovoltaic panels are oriented towards south with a tilt angle equal to the latitude of the
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site. In this way, the photovoltaic plants installed on the roofs of public buildings could
produce 59.45 MWh/y.
Summing up all the energy production, the renewable energy mix proposed by the
authors could produce 324.88 MWh/y, enough to cover the annual electrical demand of
public service, with a small surplus equal to 8 MWh/y.
Obviously, the excess of production can be sold to the local electrical grid reducing
the electrical production from fossil fuels.
The following Table 3 summarises the main data of solar wave energy farm, Table 4
reports the main data of photovoltaic plants that should be installed on the roofs of
public buildings.
Table 3. Details on the solar wave energy farm

Parameters
Number of buoys
Installed power by wave [kW]
Installed photovoltaic power [kW]
Annual electrical production by wave [MWh/y]
Annual electrical production by solar [MWh/y]

Values
2
160
21.6
211.76
53.67

Table 4. Details on the roof-integrated photovoltaic plants

Parameters
Number of photovoltaic plants
Rated power of single photovoltaic plants [kW]
Installed power by photovoltaic plants [kW]
Annual electrical production [MWh/y]

Values
6
3.3
19.9
59.45

About the environmental benefits, the annual avoided CO2 emission was evaluated
according to eq. (5). It assumes an emission factor
equal to 0.682 t CO2/MWh,
considering data from literature about similar technologies [52]. Thus, the proposed RES
mix can avoid the emission of 221.6 t CO2/y.
Finally, the economic analysis was performed, evaluating the discounted cash flow
according to eq. (6). All the economic parameters are reported in Table 5. About the cost
for the installation and maintenance of photovoltaic panels, data are available in literature
[5]. About sea wave, the authors investigated the cost of the device in a previous work [59].
Table 5. Economic parameters used in the discounted cash flow

Parameters
Money discount rate [%]
Energy discount rate [%]
Initial investment [EUR]
Annual maintenance costs [EUR]
Selling energy price [cEUR/kWh]
Annual energy selling [EUR]

Values
0.25
2.0
340,628
37,469
25.0
81,221

It is interesting to underline that to cover the additional cost for the electricity
generation in small islands, the Italian authority (ARERA) admits an incentivized price.
Each small island shows a different value, equal to 41.39 cEUR/kWh in the case study,
that should be summed to the average National Unique Price (NUP, 5.32 cEUR/kWh)
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Disount cash flow [kEUR]

[60]. Since the renewable energy mix should be installed by the local municipality, the
authors considered a lower total price, practically equal to sum of the NUP and half of the
incentivized price, in order to reduce the breakeven time and create a profit for the local
and the national institutions. This value is close to the average price currently paid by the
local municipality to purchase electricity.
The money discount rate is chosen according to the European Central Bank [61],
while the energy discount rate is obtained analysing the trend of the NUP in the last
five years [62].
Thus, considering the data reported above, the discounted cash flow was performed.
As reported in Figure 10, the breakeven time is equal to 7 to 8 years.
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Figure 10. Discounted cash flow of the project

CONCLUSIONS
Small islands present a great renewable energy potential, usable to reduce
progressively the energy dependence on fossil fuels. In particular, the sea wave source
could be an interesting opportunity in the near future, thanks to its peculiarities like high
energy concentration and limited visual impact of energy converters, in comparison with
the technologies used for the exploitation of other renewable sources.
As introduced before, wind source is not considered in this work, because the
environmental constrictions prohibit the installation of wind turbines. Furthermore,
considering the regions outside of the marine reserved areas, the offshore application is
not suitable in most small islands because the large depth of the sea. Thus, the proposed
energy mix considers only solar and sea wave energy sources.
It is important to underline that these sources are affected by different trends during
the year. Indeed, sea wave shows a peak of producibility during winter, while the solar
radiation is stronger in summer. Thus, the adoption of these two sources is necessary to
stabilize the electricity production during the year.
The case study of Ustica shows interesting results. The proposed energy mix includes
two DEIM Point Absorbers, exploiting sea wave and solar sources at the same time, and
six photovoltaic plants on the roofs of public buildings. The energy mix can produce
enough energy to cover annually the electrical energy demand of public buildings and
facilities, producing also a profit for the municipality, thanks to the selling of energy
surplus and avoiding the purchase of energy from the local grid.
Considering the discounted cash flow, the authors estimate a breakeven time equal to
7-8 years. From an environmental point of view, the project could avoid the emission of
221.6 t CO2/y. Thus, these results encourage the realization of the project.
Finally, the authors wish remind that the analysis above reported has not considered
the hourly balancing of the electrical grid, because the proposed energy mix is sized to
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cover only the energy demand for public services, which represent only 4.9% of the
current electricity production of the local power plant. With this share of RES, the
balancing problem of the grid could be managed by the modulation of the electricity
production of the existing local power plant and the local desalination plant, considering
the weather forecast of both sources [25]. Indeed, solar and sea wave are characterized by
more regular trends than wind source.
In future works, a higher share of renewable energy source will be analysed,
considering the hourly balancing problem of the electrical grid, the sizing of an energy
storage system and the optimization of the energy flows.
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